
This Reviewer Is For:

● Busy students who don’t have enough time to study. (Normally those who
don’t prepare enough become less confident when taking the exam.)

● Those students who keep taking the exam and are stuck at 6 or 6.5 because
they don’t have ideas when answering actual IELTS Speaking questions.

● Those who are having a hard time answering Part 2 or delivering a
monologue. Those who don’t know how to start creating a story or monologue
in a natural way.

● Those who try hard using advanced words or expressions, as a result, they
sound unnatural. => This reviewer models how to use intermediate or
advanced words in a natural way or seamlessly. I made sure not to force myself
using advanced words as that’s just not right. It’s important to use advanced
words in a very natural way.

● Those who have difficulty discussing their answers at length in Part 3 and
who simply don’t have any idea how to develop Part 3 answers.

● Those whose vocabulary is limited.

● Those who struggle searching for ideas to all topics.



WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM THIS REVIEWER?

There are 25 cue card topics in this reviewer for the months of September to December 2021 and
are equipped with lexical resource, tips, and more importantly the interactive sample
monologues. In addition, this includes 99 topic questions in Part 3 with answers that are
naturally discussed. I answered both the cue cards and Part 3 questions in a way that is
naturally conversational as that is what the examiner is looking for in every examinee. Although
it is not 100% guaranteed that you will get one of these topics or topic questions, this reviewer
will help you prepare better by getting plenty of ideas to the possible topics or topic questions, as
a result, making you become confident for your exam.

Firstly, I have provided A LIST OF LEXICAL RESOURCE which you can use on every topic.
The lexical resource includes synonyms, collocations, what specific verbs, adjectives, or adverbs
you can use on a specific topic, and some topic vocabulary. These will help you express your
ideas in a more advanced and natural way, targeting a good mark in the criterion, Lexical
Resource.

Secondly, I have presented POSSIBLE ANSWERS or IDEAS, in case you don’t want to use my
prepared sample monologues. The prepared ideas will surely help you save time from thinking
about what ideas you can use to develop a story in Part 2. Since most of you are busy, I have
already provided you with enough ideas that you can possibly use so you don’t need to spend
time researching. All you need to do is study, that is, by going through what’s provided to you in
this reviewer.

Thirdly, I have created INTERACTIVE SAMPLE MONOLOGUES for the 25 cue card topics. The
sample monologues are naturally developed. They are designed in a conversational way. The
intermediate to advanced words and expressions are used naturally - they are not forced like
some sample answers out there that sound unnatural to the ear of the examiner who is a native
English speaker. The interactive sample monologues are designed to be student-centered, which
means, you really need to take part in developing the story. It is 90% complete and you need to
add your 10% output to make the story whole. I intentionally designed it this way so you will not
only read the sample monologues. You must interact as well by adding your ideas. This approach
trains you to communicate your thoughts logically and creatively with your IELTS examiner.

Lastly, I have also answered PART 3 practice topic questions that are publicly available online. I
answered 99 Part 3 practice questions for all the 25 cue card topics, again, in a natural and
conversational way. I answered them as if I was talking with the examiner. So, you will encounter
some words in parentheses (e.g. laughter, smile) in some answers because I did imagine myself
discussing my answers in front of the examiner. The answers are written in a spoken language
just like the monologues in Part 2.



About the Author

Julius Malaza is a band 9.0 IELTS Speaking achiever, an IELTS Speaking coach, and a content
creator. He got a band 9 in the IELTS Speaking exam on his first attempt. He manages his own
website, https://www.ieltsdragon.com/ with more than 2 million visitors since its publication in
2018. His website provides high-quality sample answers for the recent IELTS speaking topics.

His experience of achieving the highest band score in just one take makes him credible in helping
numerous test-takers achieve a band 7.0 or more.

He is also managing his own Youtube Channel, ieltsDragon, where he provides effective tips and
natural sample answers for students who are preparing for their IELTS exam. You can check his
Youtube videos where a lot of students shared their success stories of passing the IELTS speaking

test through watching his video lessons, using his reviewers, and taking one-on-one coaching
sessions with him.

He is a native from the Philippines who graduated with a degree in Communication Arts from
Cebu Normal University, a state university in the Philippines. He is a licensed professional
teacher and a TESOL certified teacher. As of this time, he is based in Tasmania, Australia.

He once worked at a UK-based company, Excedo, teaching business English to Japanese
businessmen who primarily work in Nikkei, one of the world’s largest financial newspaper

companies in Japan.

Currently, he is coaching students who want to achieve their target band score in the IELTS
speaking test. He has been teaching English since 2010, however, it was not until 2017 when he

decided to primarily focus on helping students pass their IELTS speaking exam.

You can reach him at his socials:

FB: ieltsDragon
IG: ieltsDragon

Skype: live:ieltsdragon

https://www.ieltsdragon.com/
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SAMPLE CONTENT FROM THE REVIEWER

5. A CREATIVE PERSON WHOSE WORK YOU ADMIRE

Describe a creative person whose work you admire
You should say:

Who he/she is
How you knew him/her
What creative things he/she has done
And explain why you think he/she is creative

TYPES OF CREATIVE PEOPLE
(Check what type of a creative person you are on this link: https://mycreativetype.com/)

A. The Artist - have the ability to bring ideas and concepts to life
B. The Thinker - having the intellectual curiosity & have the ability to find & create
meaning
C. The Adventurer - have high levels of creative energy with the spirit of curiosity &
play
D. The Maker - have the ability to achieve mastery with focus & dedication
E. The Producer -have strong leadership skills the ability to make things happen
F. The Dreamer - have the ability to connect to emotions and imagination, empathy,
and sensitivity
G. The Innovator - ability to develop new ideas and innovative solutions
H. The Visionary - have plenty of big ideas & have the ability to see potential &
possibility everywhere

LEXICAL RESOURCE

https://mycreativetype.com/


CREATIVE = SYNONYMS: imaginative, genius, resourceful, inventive, visionary
ADV. + CREATIVE = genuinely, very, highly, extremely, incredibly, undoubtedly
ADMIRE = SYNONYMS: commend, praise, appreciate, applaud
ADV. + ADMIRE = hugely, greatly, enormously, deeply

INTERACTIVE SAMPLE MONOLOGUE
NOTE: The underlined words below give emphasis to LEXICAL RESOURCE (natural

expressions & transitioning devices) or GRAMMAR & ACCURACY (i.e. the use of
intermediate or advanced sentence construction).

I’ll talk about Casey Neistat. He’s an American Youtuber, who set a high standard when
it comes to vlogging. What sets him apart from (make someone different from others)

ordinary content creators or vloggers on Youtube is his ability to tell a story that will
surely make the audience drawn into (to attract someone or something) watching his videos.

I was hooked on (be very interested) watching the very first video I discovered on his
Youtube channel, which was titled, Do What You Can’t. That was a sort of motivational
video that encouraged people to do things that they thought they couldn’t do. It gave
so much importance to not listening to what other people say or think about you and
just doing what you think is best for you. Actually, it was only a 3-minute video but it
was incredibly beautiful. His ability to convey (express) the message of that video left a
great impression on me (to have a strong impact), and the entire cinematography could be
compared to major film productions. I was in awe (to have so much respect or admiration)

watching that video of his.

Because of that video, I became so intrigued to check his other vlogs. Honestly, his
daily vlogs are all about the mundane (boring) things, I mean the usual things that
people do in their everyday life like running errands (to go out and buy or do something) or
unpacking a parcel (package). However, because of his ability to tell a story, the editing,
and the cinematography, his vlogs become so entertaining to watch that you can’t help
yourself(unable to stop) but watch till the end.



He is indeed a creative genius! I definitely love people like him who can make very
ordinary things extraordinary(amazing). If I’m given the opportunity to meet him, I...

(NOW, IT’S YOUR TURN! Complete the monologue by adding your own ideas.
Imagine you are the one telling this story. Consider these questions: What will you
ask or say, if you have the opportunity to talk with him? How do creative people
influence you?)

PART 3
NOTE: The underlined words below give emphasis to LEXICAL RESOURCE

(natural expressions & transitioning devices) or GRAMMAR & ACCURACY (i.e. the
use of intermediate or advanced sentence construction).

Do you think you are a creative person?

Yes, I am. I recently took a personality test and found out that I’m a dreamer-type of a
creative person. That is, I enjoy imagining things and have a great sense of empathy
(the ability to share someone’s feelings or experiences through imagining what it would be like to be

in their place) and sensitivity. All these characteristics really reflect on my ability to
write stories and poems and I’m grateful for this God-given talent.

Is it good for children to learn arts?

Without a doubt (it is definitely true)! Through learning arts, either visual arts or
performing arts, children will be able to develop their imaginative skills and the skills
of expressing their emotions. These kinds of skills are necessary for life, especially



the latter (the second one of the two things mentioned) as it does help them learn how to
communicate their feelings better.

What kinds of jobs require people to be creative?

I think all jobs require creativity but not as much as the jobs of a painter, a sculptor, a
musician, a writer, a businessman, and a teacher. Well, these kinds of jobs really
require creativity, otherwise (or else), they’ll not be able to deliver great results on the
work that they do. Personally, I have so much respect for these kinds of people, I
think they are really admirable.

Do you think leaders need to have a creative ability?

Yes, and that’s necessary for every leader in my opinion. This is simply because they
are the ones who make important decisions that will surely benefit the company or
whatever organizations they belong to. If a leader doesn’t have creativity, he
shouldn’t have become a leader in the first place because a leader needs a creative
mind or creative thinking ability to make his organization successful, like Elon Musk, if
he wasn’t that creative, he wouldn’t have created a leading company in electric
vehicles and clean energy.
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